Induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) stand to revolutionize the way we study human development, model disease, and eventually, treat patients. However, these cell sources produce progeny that retain embryonic and/or fetal characteristics. The failure to mature to definitive, adulttype cells is a major barrier for iPSC-based disease modeling and drug discovery. To directly address these concerns, we have developed a chemically defined, serum and feeder-freedirected differentiation platform to generate hematopoietic stem-progenitor cells (HSPCs) and resultant adult-type progeny from iPSCs. This system allows for strict control of signaling pathways over time through growth factor and/or small molecule modulation. Through direct comparison with our previously described protocol for the production of primitive wave hematopoietic cells, we demonstrate that induced HSPCs are enhanced for erythroid and myeloid colony forming potential, and strikingly, resultant erythroid-lineage cells display enhanced expression of adult b globin indicating definitive pathway patterning. Using this system, we demonstrate the stage-specific roles of two key signaling pathways, Notch and the aryl hydrocarbon receptor (AHR), in the derivation of definitive hematopoietic cells. We illustrate the stage-specific necessity of Notch signaling in the emergence of hematopoietic progenitors and downstream definitive, adult-type erythroblasts. We also show that genetic or small molecule inhibition of the AHR results in the increased production of CD34
INTRODUCTION
A long-standing goal of developmental hematologists has been the derivation of non-genetically modified hematopoietic stem-progenitor cells (HSPCs) from embryonic stem cell (ESC) or induced pluripotent stem cell (iPSC) sources. These HSPCs should be capable of generating all adult hematopoietic cell lineages and contribute to long-term repopulating hematopoiesis in vivo. Despite extensive efforts, this goal has not yet been achieved, likely due to an incomplete understanding of the complex regulatory processes involved in the specification and maintenance of these cells during embryogenesis, and later, in the adult bone marrow (BM). Complicating the issue, there are known differences in the differentiation and a engraftment capabilities of fetal and adult-stage HSPCs [1, 2] and these developmentally distinct HSPCs likely require unique maintenance and specification conditions. Moreover, HSPC heterogeneity has been observed with purified, tissuespecific HSPCs, suggesting that there are complex intrinsic or extrinsic factors that may influence HSPC functionality [3] [4] [5] [6] .
To date, primitive erythroid, myeloid, and lymphoidlineage hematopoietic cells have been successfully generated from human PSCs (hPSCs) using a variety of embryoid body (EB), monolayer, serum-dependent, and serum-free differentiation methods [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . This suggests that it is technically possible to generate cells analogous to yolk sac primitive, yolk sac definitive, and also possibly intra-embryonic definitive hematopoietic cells from hPSCs. However, notably, the hematopoietic progenitors generated from both murine and human ESCs and iPSCs demonstrate extremely limited engraftment potential compared with native HSPCs, an indication that cells fulfilling the most stringent criteria for HSPC functionality have yet to be generated from PSC sources. This point is highlighted by the fact that hPSC-derived hematopoietic cells possess predominantly primitive/early developmental characteristics with hPSC-derived erythroid cells (Erys) exhibiting mainly embryonic and early fetal characteristics with an inability to progress toward adult-stage cells. Multiple protocols for the production of PSC-derived erythroid-lineage cells have been characterized, and all describe the formation of hemoglobinized but developmentally blocked erythrocytes that are mostly nucleated and predominantly express embryonic (HbE: f, E) and fetal (HbF, g) globins. These cells are developmentally analogous to erythrocytes found in embryonic circulation, the embryonic yolk sac and in the developing fetal liver (FL) [10, 11, 13] . In contrast, adult Erys generated from post-natal BM erythroid progenitor cells express adult (HbA) hemoglobin (Hb) comprised of alpha (HBA, a) and beta (HBB, b) chains, enucleate more efficiently, and adopt a classic biconcave shape in circulation [14] . The current inability to produce hPSC-derived definitive, end-stage erythrocytes is a roadblock for many promising applications of hPSC technologies in the study of erythropoiesis, such as the disease modeling of bhemoglobinopathies (sickle cell disease [SCD] and b-thalassemia) with patient-derived iPSCs. Notably, two recent highprofile publications have demonstrated the production of HSPCs with long-term engraftment potential and the ability to produce "adult-type" cells via the overexpression of multiple transcription factors in PSC-derived putative hemogenic endothelium [15, 16] . Transcription factor-mediated reprogramming confers hPSC-derived Erys with some measure of globinswitching ability, with cells expressing levels of b-globin similar to cord blood erythrocytes [16, 17] . Although these approaches are promising for near-term clinical application, they further demonstrate the inability to recapitulate the natural developmental cascade required to produce such cells from PSCs. Ideally, an optimal differentiation system would induce the natural, progressive molecular and transcriptional changes that occur during the switch from primitive to definitive hematopoiesis, without the need for extraneous genetic manipulations.
The signaling events that drive the commitment of pluripotent cells to early hematopoietic tissues are well-defined [18] [19] [20] and can be replicated in a controlled manner with serum-free, cytokine-dependent differentiation conditions. The importance of mesodermal patterning for the efficient derivation of hematopoietic cell types of interest has been highlighted by studies of ActivinA/Nodal/TGFb and Wnt signaling in the differential specification of hematopoietic mesoderm toward primitive versus definitive hematopoietic cell fates [7, 8, 21] .
The first HSCs during embryogenesis arise in the aortagonad-mesonephros (AGM region) from the endothelial cells lining the ventral wall of the dorsal aorta through the process of endothelial-to-hematopoietic transition (EHT) [22] [23] [24] . Notch is a key signaling pathway in this process and its ablation prevents definitive AGM hematopoiesis in vertebrates but is dispensable for primitive/yolk sac-stage hematopoiesis [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . A comparison of definitive murine HSPCs in vivo with murine ESC (mESC)-derived hematopoietic progenitors in vitro showed under-representation of Notch pathway gene expression in ESC-derived cells [30] . Notably, primate PSCs differentiated in contact with Notch-ligand expressing endothelial cells demonstrated enhanced engraftment potential in recipient mice [31] highlighting the potential impact of this pathway on the ability to generate de novo HSPCs in vitro.
While we have characterized the ability of aryl hydrocarbon receptor (AHR) signaling activation to drive hPSC-primitive hematopoietic progenitor cell expansion [32] , this signaling pathway also plays a key role in normal HSPC physiology. In the murine knockout (KO) model, young AHR -/-mice have a circadian-rhythm associated twofold increase in LT-HSC and white blood cell compartments (myeloid and lymphoid cells) [33, 34] , while aged AHR -/-mice display a HSC exhaustion and myeloproliferative disorder phenotype [35] . Interestingly, a small-molecule AHR inhibitor, SR-1, was able to expand CD34 1 primary cord blood HSPCs ex vivo [36] , and UM171, which also acts as an AHR modulator, has a similar effect both alone and together with SR-1 [37, 38] . Recent studies also suggest that AHR inhibition increases hematoendothelial/ HSPC generation from human PSCs [39, 40] . The mechanisms through which AHR controls these different hematopoietic processes are not well-defined. These studies highlight the potential multifaceted, differential roles for the AHR spanning both primitive and definitive hematopoiesis. In this study, we harness a chemically defined, serum and feeder-free hPSC hematopoietic differentiation system to interrogate the molecular mechanisms and signaling pathways controlling hematopoietic progenitor cell generation. We use this system to efficiently generate human hematopoietic cells from human iPSCs (hiPSCs) with characteristics of HSPCs. These cells exhibit enhanced erythroid and myeloid colony forming potential, and are able to generate progeny with definitive, adult-type characteristics including the expression of adult globin, suggesting patterning toward the definitive hematopoietic pathway. We highlight the critical importance of Notch signaling in the emergence of putative HSPCs and resultant adult-type erythroblasts from iPSCs. Moreover, using genetic and small molecule approaches to modulate AHR signaling, we illustrate the stage-specific effect of the receptor on the expansion and maintenance of HSPCs. We directly compare iPSC-derived primitive versus putative definitive hematopoietic progenitor cells from the same parental lines to examine the differential signaling, expression patterning, and functionality of these two populations. The presented studies have implications for the ex vivo manipulation of HSCs 
MATERIALS AND METHODS
iPSC Generation and Maintenance hiPSCs (BU5, BU6, and BS31) were generated by hSTEMCCA lentiviral transduction of human peripheral blood mononuclear cells as described previously [41, 42] . iPSCs were maintained in mTESR (StemCell Technologies, Vancouver, Canada) on matrigel optimized for hPSC growth (Corning, Corning, NY Matrigel hESC-qualified Matrix, #354277) and passaged approximately every 7-8 days through ReLeSR (StemCell Tech., Vancouver, Canada) dissociation, following manufacturer instructions.
CRISPR-Cas9 Generation of AHR KO Lines
AHR KO lines were created using lentiCRISPR v2 (Addgene no. 52961, Cambridge, MA), which contains Cas9 and a guide RNA cloning site (BsmBI). The two target sequences (5 0 -CCT-ACGCCAGTCGCAAGCGG-3 0 and 5 0 -CCGAGCGCGTCCTCATCGCG-3 0 , NM_001621), selected by CRISPR designer (http://crispr. mit.edu), are located in the first exon of the AHR. The construction was confirmed by DNA sequence analysis using a WPRE-R primer (5 0 CATAGCGTAAAAGGAGCAACA). Cells were selected for 10 days with 1.0 lg/ml puromycin. AHR KO was confirmed by Western blotting: AHR (1:1,000, 13,790; Cell Signaling Technologies, Danvers, MA) and b-actin-specific antibody (1:2,000, A5441; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) for loading control.
Generation of Hematopoietic Cells from iPSC
iPS-megakaryocyte-erythroid progenitor (MEP) cells were generated as described previously [32] . D15/D16 suspension MEP hematopoietic cells were cultured for an additional 5 days in erythroid maturation media [IMDM (Thermo Fisher, Waltham, MA), 5% protein-free hybridoma media (PFHM-II, Thermo Fisher, Waltham, MA), 50 lg/ml ascorbic acid (Sigma, St. Louis, MO), 4 3 10 24 M monothioglycerol (MTG, Sigma, St. Louis, MO), 100 lg/ml Primocin (Invivogen, San Diego, CA), 2 mM L-glutamine (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA), 2 U/ml EPOgen (Amgen, Thousand Oaks, CA), 1% B-27 supplement (Thermo Fisher, Waltham, MA), 0.5% N-2 supplement (Thermo Fisher, Waltham, MA), 0.5% bovine serum albumin (BSA, Sigma, St. Louis, MO)] to generate more developmentally advanced erythroid-lineage cells.
For iPS-HSPCs generation, key changes were made to certain stages of the iPS-MEP protocol. In summary, dissociated hiPS colonies were plated onto matrigel-coated wells and hematopoietic differentiation was initiated once the cultures reached 10%-15% confluency (approximately 1-2 days). For both the iEry and iHSPC differentiation protocols, we found optimal hematopoietic differentiations are achieved with 10%-15% confluent hiPSC cultures comprised of evenly spaced small clusters of cells which allows sufficient space for the growth and establishment of the critical precursor mesodermal and endothelial cells before hematopoietic cell generation. Between D0 and D1 (2 days), cells were cultured with RPMI-1640 (Thermo Fisher, Waltham, MA), 10% KO serum replacement (KOSR; Thermo Fisher, Waltham, MA, #10828028), 50 ng/ml human vascular endothelial growth factor A (hVEGFA), 5 ng/ml human bone morphogenic protein 4 (hBMP4), and 25 ng/ml hWnt3a. At D2: RPMI-1640, 10% KOSR, 50 ng/ml hVEGFA, 5 ng/ml hBMP4, 20 ng/ml human basic fibroblast growth factor (hbFGF), 3 lM CHIR99021 (Tocris, Bristol, UK, #4423). At D3: StemPro-34 SFM (Thermo Fisher, Waltham, MA, #10639011), 50 ng/ml hVEGFA, 5 ng/ml hBMP4, 20 ng/ml hbFGF. Between D4 and D5: SP-34 serum free medium (SFM), 15 ng/ml hVEGFA, 5 ng/ml hbFGF. From D6 onwards, cells were continually cultured in HSPC medium, which is comprised of SP-34 SFM, 50 ng/ml hVEGFA, 100 ng/ ml hbFGF, 100 ng/ml hSCF, 100 ng/ml hFLT3L, 100 ng/ml hTPO (Genentech, San Francisco, CA), 100 ng/ml human interleukin 6 (cytokines from R&D Systems, Minneapolis, MN). Fresh HSPC medium was added to the cultures every 1-2 days without aspiration of existing media. All culture media mixes contained 2 mM L-glutamine, 50 lg/ml ascorbic acid, 4 3 10 24 M MTG, and 100 lg/ml Primocin, and were cultured at 378C in normoxic, 5% CO 2 conditions.
For experiments involving SB (activin/TGFb inhibition), gamma secretase inhibitor (GSI; Notch inhibition), CH (AHR inhibition) ,and 6-formylindolo [3,2- 
Methycellulose Colony Assays
To assess hematopoietic colony forming unit (CFU) potential, 2 3 10 4 to 1 3 10 5 viable cells were plated in individual 35 mm dishes (StemCell Tech., Vancouver, CA; #27150) in 1.5 ml multi-lineage CFU semi-solid media (StemCell Technologies, Vancouver, CA; MethoCult H4034 Optimum) per dish. Duplicate dishes were generated for each condition. Colonies were scored after 14 days of culture at 378C in normoxic, 5% CO 2 conditions. CFU values were normalized to the number of cells plated (CFU per 10 4 cells plated).
MACs Separation
Isolation of CD34-enriched/depleted subpopulations was carried out with the MACs CD34 MicroBead Kit (human cells, Miltenyi Biotec, Bergisch, Germany; #130-046-702). Cells were either collected for RNA, put into CFU assays, or for adherent progenitor cells; replated onto matrigel-coated wells in HSPC medium.
RNA Extraction and qPCR
RNA was extracted using the RNAeasy kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) according to manufacturer's recommendations and quantified using a NanoDrop Lite Spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA). Up to 1000ng of RNA/sample was DNase-treated to remove trace contaminating genomic DNA using a DNA-free kit (Thermo Fisher, Waltham, MA 
BrdU Assay
Cell cycle analysis of iPS-HSPCs was carried out using the FITC BRDU Flow Kit (BD Pharmingen, San Jose, CA) following manufacturer's recommendations. 5 0 -Bromo-2 0 -deoxyuridine (BrdU) substrate was added to iPS-HSPC cultures 18 hours before collection for analyses; samples were prestained with mouse antihuman CD34-APC (BD; San Jose, CA, #555824) before fixation.
DGE Analysis. For digital gene expression (DGE), RNA was collected from all samples using the RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) and sent out for library construction and sequencing at the Broad Institute (Cacchiarelli, Trapnell et al. 2015) . Samples were rescaled to a common target across plates and cubic root transformed to follow approximately normal distribution. Differential expression was tested using t-tests and level of significance was corrected using Bonferroni correction. Data are displayed using heatmaps generated with the Heatplus package in R v3. Enrichment analysis was conducted using the David portal (https://david.ncifcrf.gov/home.jsp).
3C
Assay. Approximately 2 3 10 6 iPSC-derived erythroid progenitor (iEry or iHSPC-Ery) cells were harvested after 25 days differentiation and crosslinked with 1% formaldehyde for 10 minutes at room temperature, followed by glycine quenching at a final concentration of 125 mM. Crosslinked cells were lysed with ice cold lysis buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl at pH 8.0, 10 mM NaCl, 5 mM MgCl2; 0.2% NP-40, 13 complete protease inhibitor) for 10 minutes and nuclei were harvested. The nuclei were resuspended in nuclei lysis buffer and incubated for 1 hour at 378C with vigorous shaking. Triton X-100 was added to 2% to sequester the SDS, and the samples were incubated for 1 hour at 378C. Samples were further digested with EcoRI (New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA) overnight at 378C, and intramolecularly ligated with T4 ligases (New England Biolabs) for 4.5 hours at 168C and 30 minutes at room temperature. Digestion and ligation efficiencies were monitored. Samples were further reverse crosslinked overnight at 658C and DNA from a chromatin conformation capture (3C) library was then purified by phenol extraction and ethanol precipitation. A template titration of the 3C library was performed to generate the linear range of amplification. 3C ligation products were quantified in triplicates by realtime using SYBR Green real-time qPCR (Applied Biosystems 7500 Real-Time PCR System).
RESULTS

Generation and Characterization of iPSC-Derived HSPCLike Cells
We have described previously the efficient derivation of large numbers of MEP cells from a monolayer hPSC differentiation protocol [32] . In this system, suspension cells that emerge from an adherent layer of endothelial and stromal cells are comprised of bipotent CD235a 1 CD41a 1 progenitor cells that upon further specification, can generate low ploidy, plateletproducing megakaryocytes, and hemoglobinized erythroblasts with primitive and fetal characteristics. The abundance of embryonic and fetal globins coupled with a lack of adult globin in these erythroblasts suggested that these differentiation conditions favor the formation of predominantly embryonictype (yolk sac) erythroblasts. Here, we have modified our differentiation protocol to define a set of conditions that allows for the robust, experimentally reproducible, specification, and expansion of populations of definitive-lineage hematopoietic stem progenitorlike cells (HSPCs) from which adult-type blood cells can be derived. This differentiation protocol (iPS-HSPC) retains the advantages of the previously described iPS-MEP system in that it is also monolayer, serum-free, and augmented by the temporal control of signaling pathways through stage-specific cytokine modulation (Fig. 1A) . Cell formation is clearly visible in this culture system as an immediate read-out of the efficiency of hematopoiesis under defined conditions (Fig. 1D) . In HSPC media, emerging hematopoietic cells, generated through the process of EHT, can be observed from approximately D81 Leung, Zulick, Skvir et al. The first definitive lineage hematopoietic progenitor cells that arise in vivo in the AGM can be identified by coexpression of the pan-endothelial/hematopoietic cell surface markers CD34, CD45, Ve-Cadherin (CD144), and cKIT (CD117) [43] . In our system, modeling early hematopoietic development, hematopoietic/endothelial mesodermal cell populations are observed in the culture between D4 and D6; at this timepoint, KDR 1
CD34
1 and CD235a 1 cells represent subsets of mesodermal cells fated to generate endothelial cells (including definitive hemogenic endothelium) and primitive Erys, respectively [7] (Fig. 1B) . By D8, as the process of hematopoietic cell emergence begins, the CD34 1 cells of the adherent cell population can be fractionated into CD34 (Fig. 1C ). CD73 and CXCR4 are not expressed at earlier timepoints (Supporting Information Fig. S1A ). Fractionation of D6 and D8 cultures based on CD34 expression and extended culture of these cells confirmed that the vast majority of endothelial and hematopoietic potential resides within the CD34
1 cell population at these timepoints (Supporting Information Fig. S1B , S1C). As round, hematopoietic suspension cells begin to emerge in our iPS-HSPC system, and in contrast to the iPS-MEP protocol, iPS-HSPC cultures are greatly enriched for both CD34
1 CD45 1 and CD34
1 VeC 1 cells, suggesting that these conditions favor the emergence, expansion, and maintenance of putative HSPCs (Fig. 1E) . Additionally, when comparing the two protocols, there is also a striking decrease in the number of erythroid-committed cells (CD235a
iPS-HSPC cultures (Fig. 1E, 1F ). As the differentiation progresses, the number of iPS-HSPC suspension hematopoietic cells robustly increases in number. By D15-D16, the yield is in the range of 2-4 3 10 5 suspension cells per well of a six-well plate, originally seeded with hiPS at 10%-15% confluency (Supporting Information Fig. S1D ). The proportion of CD34 1 / CD45 1 cells gradually decreases as the differentiation progresses after D12 but constitutes approximately 20%-40% of the suspension hematopoietic cells at D15- 16 . Approximately 20%-40% of D15-16 cells are positive for CD34/CD45 which represent more mature, non-erythroid committed hematopoietic cells. In contrast, at this timepoint, the vast majority of suspension cells in iPS-MEP cultures are negative for CD34/ CD45 and are erythroid-committed (CD235a 1 CD71 1 ) (Fig. 1F) . Notably, similar patterns of iPS-HSPC emergence, expansion, and cell surface marker distributions were observed for multiple hiPSC lines, including wild-type (WT) and blood diseasespecific lines (data not shown).
Modulation of ActivinA/TGFb/Nodal and Wnt Pathways in the Production of iPSC-Derived HSPCs
Studies on the modulation of key tissue-patterning signaling pathways in a hPSC EB model for hematopoietic differentiation suggest that early-stage inhibition and activation of ActivinA/ TGFb/Nodal and Wnt pathways, respectively, skew differentiation outcomes toward definitive rather than primitive hematopoietic cells [7, 8, 45] . In our differentiation system, the formation of primitive streak and resultant hematopoietic mesoderm occurs in the D2-6 timeframe, as determined by time course expression of Brachyury (T) and GATA2 (data not shown) and cell surface expression of KDR, CD34 and CD235a (Fig. 1B) . We tested the effects of the ActivinA/TGFb/Nodal inhibitor SB-431542 (SB) and the Wnt agonist/GSK3 inhibitor CHIR99021 (CHIR) on the specification of hematopoietic endothelial cells when added at early stages of the iPS-HSPC differentiation system (Supporting Information Fig. S2A ). Adherent cells at D6 of differentiation, consisting of pre-EHT hematopoietic mesodermal/endothelial progenitor cells, were analyzed for the cell surface expression of endothelial/early hematopoietic markers CD34, CD235a, Ve-Cadherin, and cKit by flow cytometry. CD235a
1 cells at this stage in development are fated to form primitive hematopoietic progenitor cells. There was a striking decrease in the population of CD235a 1 cells in D3-SB treated cultures, in agreement with the observation that CD235a 1 cells at this developmental timepoint are fated to form primitive hematopoietic progenitor cells and that earlystage ActivinA/TGFb inhibition results in a block in primitive hematopoietic potential [7] . SB treatment also led to an approximately 10-fold increase in the proportion of CD34 Fig. S2B ). Notably, our analyses of later-stage iPS-HSPC cultures revealed differences in the proportions of hematopoietic cells generated upon early SB and CHIR treatment, with SB-treated cultures giving rise to far fewer suspension hematopoietic progenitor cells. Conversely, CHIR-treated cultures were robust and gave rise to comparable numbers of cells as control cultures. Of the cells that were generated, the proportion of CD34
1
CD45
1 cells was broadly similar for SB-and CHIRtreated cultures (Supporting Information Fig. S2C ). However, D2 1 SB suspension cells demonstrated markedly decreased multi-lineage hematopoietic potential in CFU assays (Supporting Information Fig. S2D ). In contrast, CHIR cultures gave rise to hematopoietic progenitor cells that had similar CFU potential to control cultures. As SB treatment produced fewer overall cells and had a negative end-stage impact on iPS-HSPC formation and functionality, we no longer include this small molecule in our iPS-HSPC culture conditions. Although additional Wnt signaling via CHIR is not always necessary to drive definitive hematopoiesis from hPSCs as some hPSC lines generate sufficient endogenous Wnt signaling, CHIR is included in our iPS-HSPC differentiation protocol to normalize definitive pathway potential across multiple hiPSC lines.
iPS-HSPCs Are Enriched for Hematopoietic ColonyForming Potential as Compared with iPS-MEP Cells
To ascertain the hematopoietic potential of iPS-HSPCs at different timepoints, D12 and D16 unfractionated suspension cells were plated in multi-lineage CFU assays along with timepoint-matched iPS-MEP cells. While D12 iPS-HSPCs produced limited numbers of small red cell clusters that match the morphology of primitive erythroid colonies ( Fig. 2A) , D16 iPS-HSPC cultures were able to give rise to abundant erythroid (BFU and CFU-erythroid) colonies (Fig. 2B, 2C ). There was a notable difference in the erythroid potential of iPSHSPCs at the different timepoints; D12 cells gave rise to limited numbers of small red cell clusters that were similar to the morphology of primitive erythroid colonies ( Fig. 2A) , while D16 iPS-HSPC cultures were able to give rise to abundant ) and depleted (CD34-/low) cells were plated in multi-lineage methylcellulose to ascertain CFU potential. In these assays, CD34 1 cells were able to give rise to many more erythroid [both blast (BFU-E) and colony forming (CFU-E)] units and myeloid colonies (CFU-G, GM, and M) compared with the CD34-/low population (Fig. 2D) . These results indicate that the majority of the colony forming activity in iPS-HSPC cultures resides within the CD34 1 cells present within the culture. Fig. S3A ). Overall, there were 57 significantly Representative results from three independent experiments. Error bars 5 SD. Abbreviations: BFU, burst forming unit; CFU, colony forming unit; E, erythroid; G, granulocyte; GEMM, granulocyte erythroid macrophage megakaryocyte; GM, granulocyte-macrophage; HSPC, hematopoietic stem-progenitor cell; iPS, induced pluripotent stem cell; M, macrophage; MEP, megakaryocyte-erythroid progenitor. Fig. S3B ). Using Panther (http://pantherdb.org/), the lists of differentially expressed genes were examined to identify key biological processes and signaling pathways that differ between the sample sets. As other studies have identified a paucity of Notch signaling pathway genes in mESC-derived hematopoietic cells compared with in vivo HSCs, we were interested to see whether this would also be the case in iPS-HSPCs compared with FL and BM cells. Many genes related to Notch signaling were not significantly differentially regulated in iPSHSPCs compared with FL cells, but levels of Notch2 and Hes6 transcripts were significantly lower compared with BM cells, suggesting that overall Notch signaling activity is comparable between iPS-HSPCs and FL cells, and perhaps BM cells. Notch1, Notch ligands such as DLL4 and JAG1, and important downstream target genes for hematopoiesis were not differentially regulated when comparing primary cells with iPSCderived cells (Supporting Information Fig. S3C , S3D, Panther gene lists not shown). As the DGE analyses used RNA from cell populations, it is not possible to ascertain from this data whether there are rare CD34 1 cell populations in the iPSHSPCs that may display gene expression patterns more aligned with the patterns observed in fetal and adult CD34 1 hematopoietic progenitor cells.
Global Comparative Gene Expression
Developmentally Patterned HSPCs Can Produce Erythroblasts with Adult-Type Characteristics
iPS-HSPCs are capable of efficient CFU-e and BFU-e formation in multi-lineage CFU assays (Fig. 3A) and although the vast majority remain nucleated, they appear morphologically similar in size to human peripheral blood erythrocytes when compared with iPS-MEP-derived cells (Fig. 3B) . To assess the transcriptional expression of globin species present, iPS-HSPC erythroid colonies were isolated and compared with erythroblasts generated via the iPS-MEP method by qPCR. iPS-HSPCderived Erys (iHSPC-Ery) express 2-3 log-fold more b-globin when compared with iPS-MEP-derived erythroblasts (iEry), but do not achieve the levels observed in peripheral blood mononuclear cell-derived Erys (pbMNC-Ery) (Fig. 3C) . While embryonic and fetal globins are still expressed in iHSPC-Ery cells, the expression levels are significantly less than that of iEry cells, suggesting that although the degree of maturational globin switching is incomplete within the iHSPC-Ery population as a whole, it is more advanced than that found in iEry cells. These patterns of differential globin gene expression were confirmed by DGE analysis which also allowed for global transcriptomic mapping of the differences between iHSPC-Ery cells, iEry cells, and primary erythroblast counterparts (CD34 1 mobilized peripheral blood cells differentiated into nucleated erythroid-lineage cells were used for this experiment as enucleated, end-stage erythrocyctes lack sufficient RNA content).
Confirming the qPCR analyses, b-globin gene expression was higher in iHSPC-Ery cells compared with iEry cells, although lower than in primary CD34
1 -Ery cells. HBD/d-globin was also upregulated in iHSPC-Ery cells; d-globin is also restricted to adult Erys, and together with a-globin (HbA 2 a2d2) constitutes about 2.5% of total adult Hb. In contrast to these results, the levels of f (HBZ, embryonic a-like globin), g and E globin species were lower in iHSPC-Ery cells compared with iEry cells, again suggesting that iHSPC-Ery cells are more functionally mature than cells produced via the primitive pathway. Notably, the expression of KLF1 and BCL11A, two transcription factors known to be important for the silencing of HBG and the upregulation of b-globin [48] [49] [50] , was increased in iHSPC-Ery cells (Fig. 3D, additional data in Supporting Information Fig. S4) .
Next, to examine protein-level production of g and b globins in iEry cells when compared with iHSPC-Ery cells, Western blotting was performed on both WT and SCD-specific iPSCderived cells (Fig. 3E) . As controls for these experiments, the HUDEP-1 and 2 erythroblast cell lines [51] were used which predominately express either g or b globin, respectively. As predicted by the transcriptional data, iHSPC-Ery cells produce significantly more b globin at the protein level than their iEry counterparts produced from the same parental lines (Fig. 3E) . Although a faint band appears in iEry cells in the b globin Western analysis, this band appears at a significantly different molecular weight suggesting nonspecific antibody binding or the production an alternate b-globin moiety in iEry cells.
Finally, to interrogate potential chromatin landscape differences between iEry and iHSPC-Ery cells, 3C assays were performed (Fig. 3F) . Results from these assays demonstrated that iHSPC-Ery cells have increased LCR (HS432) looping to the HBB promoter compared with iEry cells. Notably, the interaction frequency between the LCR and the HBB promoter is increased 2.6-fold in iHSPC-Ery cells (p < .05). We also detected a decrease in the interaction frequency between the LCR and HBG promoter in iHSPC-Ery cells versus in iEry cells. These results are consistent with our finding that HBB gene expression is increased in iHSPCEry cells compared with iEry cells, and suggests that LCR looping to the HBB promoter is one of the mechanisms by which HBB gene expression is unregulated in iHSPC-Ery cells.
Notch Signaling Is Required During Hematopoietic Mesoderm Development, in the Formation of iPSHSPCs, and in the Production of Resultant Erythroid Progeny
The Notch signaling pathway is a prerequisite for the formation of definitive-lineage hematopoietic cells in vivo [25, 52] and also for vascular morphogenesis and arterial/venous fate specification of vessels [53] [54] [55] . It is, however, dispensable for the formation of primitive yolk sac hematopoiesis. As such, it is one of the key molecular pathways that differentiates between the primitive and definitive branches of the hematopoietic system. To ascertain whether the emergence of iPSHSPCs is dependent on Notch signaling, we exposed hematopoietic cultures to 10 lM GSI (a global Notch inhibitor) in a stage-specific manner to determine the effect on hematopoietic cell emergence and growth. Cultures were dosed between D4 and D5, from D6 onwards (D61) or from D4 onwards (D41), focusing on the key developmental timepoints corresponding to hematopoietic mesoderm and hemogenic endothelium generation (Fig. 4A) . Statistically significant differences in cell number were noted in the control versus GSI-treated iPS-HSPC cultures, with far fewer suspension hematopoietic cells produced in cultures treated with GSI between D4 and D5 and D41 (Fig. 4B, 4C) . Interestingly, GSI treatment from D61 appeared to have only a mild effect on hematopoietic cell output, suggesting that Notch signaling is not required at this later timepoint for hematopoietic cell emergence, which is Leung, Zulick, Skvir et al. usually visible from D7 to D8 onwards. Notably, the impact of GSI-treatment on the adherent endothelial cell population was minimal with comparable percentages of CD34 1 cells present in control and D41 GSI treated cultures at D10. However, a vast reduction in CD34 1 CD45 1 hematopoietic cells was seen in GSI-treated populations (Fig. 4D) . Earlier endothelial cell compartments also appear to be unaffected in D4-5 GSI-treated cultures at D6 and D8 of development (Supporting Information Fig. S5 ). Analyses of D10-staged D4 1 GSI-treated cultures for the gene expression of key hematopoietic and Notch pathway genes revealed a decrease in expression levels of DLL4, HEY1, GATA2, and AML1, while other notch pathway (NOTCH1, JAG1, and HES1) and known target genes (Ephrin B2; EPHB2, an arterial marker [55] ) were unaffected (Fig. 4E) . The downregulation of AML1 may account for the vast reduction in hematopoietic cell formation in the GSI-treated cultures, as it is known to be important for EHT [56] and has been shown to be a Notch target in murine AGM tissues [57] . While the number of iPS-HSPCs was vastly reduced in D4-5/D41 GSI-treated cultures, the cells that did emerge were able to form myeloid and erythroid colonies in multi-lineage CFC assays (data not shown). To gain a better understanding of exactly how primitive vs definitive potential is affected upon Notch inhibition, iPS-MEP differentiations (representing primitive wave hematopoietic cells with low-level adult globin expression) were carried out with control/stage-specific GSItreated cultures to assess the impact of Notch inhibition on embryonic, fetal and adult globin expression in resultant Erys. Similarly to iPS-HSPC cultures, there was a decrease in hematopoietic cell emergence in cultures treated at D4-5/D41, but Erys were successfully generated from cultures under all conditions. Strikingly, the Erys generated from all GSI-treated cultures expressed greatly reduced levels of b-globin compared with control cultures, while levels of a-, E-, and gglobin were similar across all sample types (Fig. 4F) . The detrimental effect of Notch inhibition on b-globin expression in this system reveals a requirement for Notch signaling during both early hematopoietic mesoderm and hemogenic endothelium formation as well as for the generation of adult-type Erys that are able to express b-globin.
AHR Signaling Plays a Stage-Specific Role in Developmental Hematopoiesis
AHR modulation can be used to expand and maintain primary HSPC populations [36, 37] , and AHR signaling may also play a role in the generation of early hematopoietic progenitor cells from hPSCs [39, 40] (p171)]. In these studies, we used our iPS-HSPC system to examine the role of AHR signaling in developmental hematopoiesis.
To assess the function of AHR in developmental hematopoiesis in the context of the iPS-HSPC model, genetic ablation and small molecule modulation of AHR expression were used as outlined in Figure 5A . First, CRISPR-Cas9 gene editing was used to create homozygous AHR KO lines from multiple parental hiPSCs, resulting in a lack of AHR protein production and functional activity in undifferentiated iPSCs and their resultant progeny (Supporting Information Fig. S6A, S6B) . iPS-HSPC differentiations of these lines revealed a twofold increase in emergent hematopoietic cells in AHR -/-cultures compared with WT ( Fig. 5B; Supporting Information Fig. S6C ). In addition to increased hematopoietic cell production, analyses of D15 AHR -/-cells for cell-surface hematopoietic markers revealed an approximately twofold increase in the proportion of CD34 1 CD45 1 cells present in the culture compared with WT cultures, suggesting an increase in HSPC-like cells. (Fig. 5C ; Supporting Information Fig. S6D ). Interestingly, fewer AHR -/-iPS-HSPCs were cKIT/ CD117
1 compared with WT cells (Fig. 5C ). D15 AHR -/-iPSHSPCs were also plated in multi-lineage CFU assays to ascertain the hematopoietic potential of the AHR -/-cells compared with WT. Notably, in comparison with WT, AHR -/-cells gave rise to significantly more myeloid (macrophage, granulocyte, GM) colonies per 10 4 cells seeded, while erythroid colony forming potential was unaffected. (Fig. 5D) . These results suggest that AHR -/-iPS-HSPCs harbor enhanced CFU potential compared with WT cells likely due to the increased proportion of progenitor-type (CD34 1 ) cells present in the AHR -/-cultures. In addition to the genetic approach noted above, a potent small molecule AHR inhibitor (CH-223191; CH) and a nontoxic AHR activator (FICZ), were used to modify AHR activity during differentiation in a stage-specific manner (Fig. 5A) . To verify the efficacy of these small molecules, qPCR for the AHR target genes CYP1A1 and CYP1B1 was performed on D6 cells after 2 days of culture in control/1CH/1FICZ conditions. As expected, CH led to the efficient downregulation of CYP1A1 and CYP1B1 levels (approx. a 110-and 20-fold drop compared with control cells, respectively), while FICZ-treated cultures demonstrated a marked increase in target gene expression (approximately eightand threefold, respectively) (Supporting Information Fig. S7A ). These small molecules were then used to dissect the timepoints at which AHR activity impacts HSPC generation. Cells were exposed to CH or FICZ at specific developmental stages (D4-5: hem-endothelial mesoderm, D61: hemogenic endothelium onwards, D41 onwards), and the hematopoietic output was assessed by flow cytometry at D15. Neither CH or FICZ exposure between D4 and D5 significantly impacted iPS-HSPC cultures. In contrast, there were striking changes to the hematopoietic output of the cultures which were treated with small molecules from D6 onwards. In these assays, CH-treated cultures displayed increased proportions of CD34 1 CD45 1 cells (similar to the observations with AHR -/-cells), while treatment with FICZ had the opposite effect, with a marked decrease in the production of CD34 1
CD45
1 cells (Fig. 5E ). These results indicate that stagespecific AHR repression from D6 onwards results in the increased generation and/or maintenance of hematopoietic progenitor cells in our iPS-HSPC differentiation system.
The mechanisms through which AHR inhibition/ablation causes an increase in primary HSPC expansion, for example, as observed in SR-1 treated human CB progenitor cells and other experimental systems, are currently not well defined. In the context of our iPS-HSPC system, we first asked whether the increase in hematopoietic progenitor cells was due to an increase in hematopoietic endothelial precursor cells which are present in D8 cultures as CD34
1 CD73 -CXCR4 -cells. Analyses of D8 WT and AHR -/-adherent cultures by flow cytometry showed no discernable change in the proportions of putative hemogenic endothelial cells, which comprise approximately 4%-6% of the cell population at this timepoint (Supporting Information Fig. S8A, S8B) . Additionally, gene expression analyses of D8 cultures for a panel of hematopoietic progenitor markers at this timepoint indicated that gene expression was unchanged in AHR ablated cultures, with the exception of CYP1B1 (Supporting Information Fig. S8C ). Next, we assessed whether the increase in iPS-HSPCs could be due to an increased rate of proliferation by testing WT and AHR -/-suspension hematopoietic cells in BrdU incorporation assays.
CD34 antibody-stained D16 HSPCs were assessed for BrdU positivity after 18 hours of culture with BrdU substrate. We observed that substantially more AHR -/-hematopoietic cells were also CD34 1 compared with WT controls (Fig. 5F ). These results suggest that CD34 1 AHR -/-iPS-HSPCs display increased proliferation rates compared with their WT counterparts, and that it is this increase in proliferation within the hematopoietic cell compartment, and not the hem-endothelial precursor cells, that largely accounts for the increased number of suspension hematopoietic cells in AHR -/-cultures. Gene expression analyses of WT and AHR -/-iPS-HSPCs reveal an approximate twofold decrease in levels of cell-cycle inhibitor cyclin dependent kinase inhibitor 1A (CDKN1A/P21) in the AHR -/-cells, which may account for the increased proliferative rate. Although it is currently unclear as to whether P21 is a direct target of AHR signaling in early hematopoietic cells, studies suggest a direct correlation between AHR signaling and P21 expression and functionality [58] [59] [60] . Finally, transcript levels of another cell cycle inhibitor CDKN1B/P27 were similarly reduced in WT and AHR -/-cells (Fig. 5G) -Notably, P27 has been shown to be a direct target of AHR in other systems [60, 61] .
DISCUSSION
While in vitro PSC-derived hematopoietic cells do not fully recapitulate aspects of developmental to adult-type hematopoiesis, transplantation studies with early mESC-derived mesoderm [62] and undifferentiated hPSCs and stromal cells [63, 64] indicate that both murine and human PSCs are functionally capable of giving rise to engraftable, long-term HSPCs via currently undefined mechanisms. In this study, we describe and characterize a step-wise, serum-free cytokine-driven monolayer hiPSCdifferentiation protocol that leads to the robust formation of hematopoietic progenitor cells with enhanced CFU potential and adult globin expression within the erythroid compartment in in vitro assays. This system is highly amenable to developmental, stage-specific modulation of signaling and can be used as a template in which to identify the molecular cues necessary for adult-type blood cell production. Using small molecule inhibitors, we demonstrate that Notch signaling, known to be crucial for the emergence of the first definitive hematopoietic cells in vivo but dispensable for primitive hematopoeisis, is necessary within the hematopoietic mesodermal stage to drive the downstream formation of iPS-derived hematopoietic progenitor cells. Notch signaling is also required for the production of in vitro Erys with enhanced levels of b-globin expression. We also use this system to demonstrate that the AHR pathway plays a stage-specific role in hematopoietic progenitor cell derivation, and its modulation can be used to achieve increased numbers of hematopoietic progenitor cells.
Throughout these studies, we harnessed our ability to produce both primitive and putative definitive wave cells from the same parental iPSC lines to illustrate differences in signaling, expression patterning, and functionality in produced populations. As an example, increased levels of adult globin expression in the iPS-HSPC derived Erys when compared with iPS-MEP derived cells indicated that the iPS-HSPC differentiation system patterns development toward the formation of definitive-type hematopoietic progenitor cells. iPS-MEP-derived Erys are unable to upregulate b-globin in growth media where iHSPC-Ery cells can mature into abundant BFU-e and CFU-e colonies. Importantly, it is unknown whether increased b-globin transcripts within the iHSPC-Ery population represent a pan-or heterocellular distribution and this can be ascertained using single cell-based analyses.
We also used our defined systems to examine signaling pathways that impact definitive hematopoiesis. Notch signaling is critically important for lineage commitment and stem cell renewal, and it acts at multiple developmental and lineagespecific stages of blood development. NOTCH1 and NOTCH2 are implicated in developmental and adult hematopoiesis and act through multiple ligands including delta like (DLL) 1,3,4, Jagged (JAG) 1,2 to trigger the expression of Notch target genes such as HES and HEY that regulate cell fate, proliferation, and maturation. In vitro, HES1 signaling via NOTCH1 has been identified as a key signaling event that drives early hematopoietic commitment over endothelial cell fate from differentiating hPSCs [65] . There is increasing evidence that the careful manipulation of Notch signaling could be key to the in vitro derivation of definitive hematopoietic cells. Early, transient activation of the Notch signaling pathway via exogenous DL1 exposure is able to confer HoxB4-overexpressing mESC-derived HSPCs with definitive, multilineage engraftment potential, including T-cell and definitive erythroid potential [66] . Our stage-specific Notch inhibition experiments revealed a requirement for early-stage Notch signaling in the emergence of the iPS-HSPC population with D4-5 being the critical time window in our system at which Notch signaling is required for efficient EHT. In the Ery compartment, Notch signaling is required at both early (D4-5) and late stages (D61) for the formation of Erys that are competent for b-globin gene expression. Expression levels of embryonic and fetal globin are unaffected by the absence of Notch. These results suggest that Notch may play a dual role in the definitive erythroid lineage, with an early requirement for formation of definitive hematopoietic progenitor cells, and possibly also a later role in the maintenance, expansion, or maturation of these cells into definitive Erys. It has previously been shown that Notch acts with erythropoietin to regulate levels of b-globin gene expression in an in vitro murine system [67] . Additionally, conditional loss-of-function in vivo murine experiments demonstrate that loss of both Notch1 and 2 has a negative impact on lineage commitment of adult HSPCs toward the erythroid lineage, while megakaryocyte potential is increased [68] , suggesting a possible role for Notch in erythroid versus megakaryocyte fate decisions in the adult MEP precursor. DGE analyses of our D13 CD34
1 iPS-HSPCs revealed that Notch signaling was not overall differentially regulated compared with the primary FL or BM counterparts, suggesting that Notch is not underrepresented in the iPS-derived cells at this timepoint. Nevertheless, a transient increase in Notch signaling activation during the critical D4-5 time frame of hemogenic mesodermal development may further increase the definitive potential of the iPS-HSPCs derived from our system.
Although the AHR signaling cascade is less characterized than the Notch pathway in terms of its role in hematopoiesis, recent studies highlight how manipulation of this receptor may enhance the derivation of HSPCs from PSC sources. Unlike the Notch pathway which is critically important at multiple stages of developmental hematopoiesis, full genetic ablation of AHR signaling leads to relatively mild effects on adult hematopoiesis in murine models, indicating that it is not a crucial signaling pathway for the genesis or differentiation of hematopoietic cells. Indeed, loss of AHR appears to promote CD341 LSK HSPC generation in a circadian rhythm-dependent manner in young mice, although aged mice demonstrate stem cell exhaustion [34, 35] . Inhibition of this pathway in primary HSPCs has been shown to lead to the expansion and maintenance of stem-like progenitor cells [36] , and more recently, there is evidence from the hPSC system that manipulation of this pathway can also result in increased numbers of stemlike hematopoietic cells. Our results indicate that genetic ablation of AHR activity leads to the increased expansion and maintenance of the iPS-derived HSPC population and the generation of approximately four times as many CD34 
CD45
1 cells [39, 40] . However, cell numbers and proliferative rates appear to be unaffected in contrast to results seen with AHR -/-iPS-HSPC cultures (Supporting Information Fig. S7 ). It is possible that the degree of AHR inhibition is not sufficient to fully replicate a complete genetic KO. Alternatively, AHR inhibition may be required at an earlier stage than D4 in our system to result in the downstream HSPC proliferative effect. Unlike other studies with AHR inhibitory compounds in the PSC system, we did not find evidence that AHR inhibition or ablation results in the expansion of hem-endothelial progenitor cell population [39, 40] . Instead, our experiments show that the expansion observed in the AHR -/-iPS-HSPC population is due to an increased proliferative rate within this population, possibly due to the decreased transcriptional level of G1-S phase cell cycle regulators CDKN1A/P21 and CDKN1B/P27. We did not observe changes in the transcriptional globin profile of control and AHR -/-or small molecule-treated cells, indicating that perturbation of the AHR pathway during hematopoietic development had no bearing on the generation or the properties of the resultant erythroid lineage cells.
There is evidence in the literature that crosstalk between Notch and AHR occurs in other cell systems, with a positive regulatory relationship between these two pathways. The promoters of Notch1 and Notch2 carry AHR-binding elements and both genes are upregulated in the livers of AHR agonist (TCDD)-exposed mice [69] . Notch effector HES1 is positively regulated by AHR in a mammary carcinoma cell line [70] and in differentiating immortalized megakaryocytes [71] , while Notch pathway genes Notch1, Notch3 and Hes1 have been shown to be vastly downregulated in the male reproductive organs of AhR -/-mice [72] . We examined the expression of AHR and Notch pathway genes in our signaling-perturbed cells at D8-D15 and we did not observe gene expression changes that suggested signaling crosstalk upon targeting of either pathway (data not shown). This suggests a lack of crosstalk between AHR and Notch at these stages of the iPS-HSPC system. Nevertheless, our studies suggest that combinatorial modulation of both signaling pathways during hematopoietic differentiation leads to the efficient induction of definitive-lineage HSPCs from hPSCs.
CONCLUSION
In this study, we used an induced pluripotent stem cell (iPSC)-based platform to demonstrate the critical, stage-specific roles of two key signaling pathways, Notch and the Aryl Hydrocarbon receptor, in the production of definitive blood cells. These results have broad implications for hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (HSCT) and clinical translation of iPSC-derived blood cells.
